
CHRISTMAS CALENDAR  
2 - 20 December 2014

TULLY ARNOT    ELLA BARCLAY  JULIA DAVIS   ELIZABETH DAY    JULIAN DAY   ADAM DERUMS   DAN ELBORNE   VICKI GRACE   FILIPPO GUICCIARDI   
POLLYXENIA JOANNOU     LISA JONES / TOM LOVEDAY    JEREMY KIRWAN-WARD     KATIE LEE     ROY SUBUM LEE      HEATHER MEYERRATKEN   

PETER NELSON   ANTHONY O’CARROLL   ALAN ROSE   AMANDA RYAN   CAMILLE SERISIER  JACQUI SHELTON   HELEN SMITH   
BEN SOEDRADJIT   SHERNA TEPERSON   HOMI VESAL

Curated by Conny Dietzschold and Jane Lush

Conny Dietzschold and Jane Lush are curating this years’ Christmas Calendar featuring 24 emerging artists. The show will act like a 
Christmas Calendar unveiling a different artwork each day on Facebook like opening the flaps of a Christmas calendar. The 
artwork of the day will then be specially featured on the Facebook page.

This exhibition features emerging artists working in a wide range of genres in contemporary art. For years Conny Dietzschold 
Gallery has featured a large array of cutting-edge contemporary artists. This exhibition brings together a select group of 24 
emerging artist. Many of them have already won many awards. The overarching focus of these works are new tendencies in 
conceptual, concrete and constructive art. The medium of these artworks vary from painting, drawing, sculpture, installation to 
photography and new media. When each work is viewed as part of the exhibition, the artworks take on a new depth, direction and 
purpose, particularly when viewed in relation to each other. The audience is encouraged to see beyond the immediate such that the 
layers of meaning in the works are revealed. 

Get ready for an incredible Christmas stage setting where art lovers and art collectors are invited to browse, meet, read, 
communicate and purchase high quality artworks for a budget that suits everyone. Most artworks exhibited will be around $250 / 
$500 to $1,000.
It is our intention to encourage everyone to have a creative experience and fall in love with contemporary art.

At the opening, please meet our special jazz musicians that play for your pleasure.
LORETTA PALMEIRO (from the Sirens Big Band) - Jazz Duo Match JEREMY SAWKINS

During the Christmas Calendar we host four events:
Tue  2.12   6-8pm  | Vernissage
Sat  6.12.  12-4pm | East Sydney Art Walk
Thur 11.12. 6-9pm | Xmas Party & Late night shopping
Sat  20.12.  3-5pm| Finissage
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